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1. Introduction 
In the works [5,16] there is presented a possibility of application of critical chain scheduling 
/buffer management methodology (CCS/BM) in investment enterprise and construction 
planning. The completion of a civil structure or a building complex is an undertaking 
consisting of the following factors: fulfilling the requirements (quality), cost, time of 
execution, range and resources [7]. In the article there are presented the outcomes of the 
tests concerning an improvement of methods used for investment scheduling and 
construction project with the implementation of mementic algorithm (i.e. hybrid 
evolutionary, HEA, [1]). The aim of the work was finding an optimal (for a taken goal 
function) level of workers’ employment that is minimization of a divergence from the 
average level of employment with the implementation of CCS/BM methodology [5]. 
Scheduling of investment and construction project is connected to an optimization task. It is 
related to finding the best solution fulfilling the constraining conditions and taking into 
consideration the goal function.  There are many known methods of optimization applied in 
specific cases.  
Among others, there can be mentioned, for instance, for continuous tasks – methods of 
linear simplex, tasks of global optimization – when a goal function in the field of accepted 
solutions has more than one local minimum, discrete tasks with a greater complexity of 
calculations based most commonly on division or constraint methods, non – determined 
methods using  random generating of solutions, a simulated annealing method as a 
modification of random walk with the improvement of quality of goal function, tabu search, 
that is with a list of revised variants and others.  
There are also techniques applied with the use of biological systems – evolutionary 
algorithms, genetic, evolutionary strategies, evolutionary programming and genetic 
programming ([3],[18]). The general scheme of evolutionary algorithm’s operation resides in 
creating a loop embracing reproduction, genetic operations, evaluation and succession. The 
classic scheme of operation of evolutionary algorithm is presented below according to [3].  
This paper is a continuation of the topic presented in work [15], concerning the application of 
genetic algorithms [7] to steering of a level of an employment in investment and construction 
projects. Treating the evolutionary algorithm as a typical method of proceeding concerning 
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searching for better solutions, taking into consideration the closest environment, there was a 
slightly different approach proposed than the one applied in modeling of evolution with a 
application of a binary genetic code. The new one consists in replicating of randomly chosen 
variants (individuals) with a possibility of multiple copying of the same solution, in which the 
random choice takes into account a better adaptation of a variant (individual). 
Solving practical issues of operational tasks, including scheduling of investment and 
construction project requires a selection of such an optimization method which leads to the 
best solution with the minimal cost. It is assumed [3], that one of the most efficient 
optimization algorithms is the evolutionary algorithm with strategy, constituting 
frameworks for an idea of a mementic algorithm HEA, [1]. 
2. Defining the problem 
An optimization task refers to planning of regularity of workers’ employment level 
[8,17,14,11,10] during realization of construction undertaking with regard towards 
CCM/BM methodology [5,16]. Time buffers introduced to scheduling task increase space of 
accepted variations of realizing the project and an extent of a task. 
In order to solve an optimization task a hybrid evolution algorithm HEA created by Bożejko 
and Wodecki [1] was applied. The idea of a algorithm HEA consists of creation of a start-up 
population in which for every individual there is a permutation applied in order to find a 
local minimum. Then, there is a passing towards separate populations with defining a 
number and position in a set of individuals.  
Theory of Constrains (TOC) by Goldratt [2,3,4,5,6] and its practical application in managing 
of projects known as Critical Chain Scheduling (CCS) and Buffer Management (BM), in 
short defined as CCS/BM Method [7], stays in the center of interest of many scientific 
goups. Precursors of this methods were Giffler and Thomson [8] together with Wiest [17] 
who introduced the concept of critical sequences determined not only by technological 
sequencing and adjusting the time of tasks’ completion but also by constraints of resources 
in creation of schedules. Creating and steering of schedules is one of the aims of managing 
building projects. High level of simplification of the two systems: Critical Path Method 
(CPM) together with Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) led to their 
popularizing and common use all over the world. Changing standards, growing 
expectations, cost cutting, minimizing fines and the extent of investment projects, clearness 
of expressions led to undertaking of many works aiming at increasing the effectiveness of 
scheduling treated in relation to traditional CPM/PERT methods. 
2.1 Theory of constrains framework 
Theory of Constraints (TOC) can be applied in all projects which aim at reaching revenue. 
TOC is based on five basic steps: 
1. Identification system constraints. 
2. Decision of maximum utilization of constrained resources. 
3. Subordination of all processes to above decision. 
4. Increasing number of constraints created as a result of a liquidation of a constraint 
defined in the first step as a bottleneck of the system. 
5. Identification of new constraints of resources created as a result of bottleneck 
elimination in point 4; if constraint in point 4 is eliminated then return to step one in 
order not to allow any internal factors to constraint the whole system.  
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The proposed system aims at ongoing production improvement in order to gain bigger 
profit in current and future undertakings through identifying and eliminating bottlenecks in 
production. TOC can be used in realization of building projects.  Let us assume that in the 
first step a tower crane is identified as a constrained resource. Thus, in the second step we 
take a decision of maximum utilization of crane’s capacity shifting work schedule from 8 to 
16 working hours [14]. In the third step, as a consequence of the taken decision, we must 
subordinate all teams and machines which cooperate with the crane. In the fourth step we 
analyze whether the resources pose a threat of becoming bottlenecks of the system. In case 
when internal factors constrain the whole system, we must return to step one and identify 
constraints one more time. While implementing a production improvement in accordance 
with TOC we can expect an increase of profits. The example of practical application of 
Theory of Constraints is a project management method – scheduling method using critical 
chain and buffer management CCS/BM.  
2.2 CCS/BM methodology 
Chronic problems appearing in realization of construction tasks which cannot be removed 
even with the use of advanced technologies became a reason for development of CCS/BM 
methods [11]. Classic scheduling methods used in construction projects CPM/PERT are 
characterized by utilization of time used for completing separate activities with regard to 
time limits resulting from valid, approximate, standard data. Goldratt perceives such 
reasoning as inappropriate and in his work [2] even calls this process ‘a thief of time’, 
whereas Turner [16] analyzes the influence of  time reserve dispersion on revenue gained 
from undertaking. He assumes that a project consists of  n tasks and each of them is afflicted 
with a contingency (randomness). Moreover, on the assumption that there is an even 
scheduling of time needed for task completion, it has a standard  σ deviation. Thus, an 
overall contingent reserve equals nσ. The rights to manage it are dispersed. Every 
participant of the project can manage their time reserve. From the point of view of a project 
manager an optimal situation would be if he could manage the time himself for the 
following reasons: reserves not utilized by separate participants of activities would not get 
wasted and total  time reserve could be smaller than in the first case. From the calculations 
presented by Turner it results that a total time reserve should equal  (n)1/2σ  which is a much 
smaller value than nσ.  
Implementation of a method of time reserve aggregation results in a significant reduction of 
project costs. Moreover, lack of time reserve for a project manager often leads to a failure in 
meeting the deadlines. Goldratt recalls some known examples: a tunnel under British 
Channel or drilling towers in the North Sea. The size of time reserves and duration of 
separate activities (not taking into consideration its internal reserves) is one of the basic 
problems of CCS/BM. During developing of CCS/BM method Goldratt was basing on the 
following psychological assumptions: 
• Student Syndrome – ‘do not begin work before all possibilities and time limits are 
used’; 
• Parkinson’s Law – ‘every work will be done in a assigned time or longer’;   
• roadrunner mentality – ‘real race against time’, [7]; 
• Conkling’s Roadunner – Geococcyx californianus is the quickest runner among its species 
reaching the speed of 30 km/h, it never moves slowly; 
• Murphy’s Law – ‘anything that can go wrong, will go wrong’. 
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Goldratt proposes time reduction for a completion of an individual processes together with 
informing tasks executors only about due dates. A schedule including time buffers is 
accessible exclusively for a project manager. Participants, not possessing any time reserves, 
try to complete their tasks as quick as possible (roadrunner mentality), start their job with a 
full capacity (Student Syndrome), in case of threat of falling behind the deadline (Murphy’s 
Law & Parkinson’s Law) the project manager has time reserves to modify and steer the 
course of works. 
Goldratt solves the problem of time reserves in an arbitrary manner. Namely, he introduces 
reduction of an activity duration by half (50%) and creates time buffers of a 50% value of a 
new, shortened activity duration. In reference to sub-critical chains Goldratt calls it a 
feeding buffer FB, whereas behind a critical chain he places a project buffer PB. According to 
the following assumptions: 
• Project buffer PB is a time reserve placed at the end of critical chain, staying to project 
managers disposal, introduced in order to protect completion of a project, calculated on 
the basis of critical chain time duration (according to Goldratt a project buffer is 25% of 
critical chain duration), there is only one project buffer in scheduling.     
• Feeding Buffer FB is a time reserve placed at the end of non-critical chain (feeding 
chain) staying to managers disposal in order to protect tasks placed in a critical chain, 
introduced as a protection of deadline of critical tasks, calculated on the basis of non-
critical chain duration (in Goldratt’s method a feeding buffer equals 25% of non-critical 
chain duration), there are as many feeding buffers as the number of non-critical chains 
(FB appears always when a non-critical chain links with a critical chain). 
• Resource buffer RB is a time reserve placed in schedule before entering of a new 
resource into a critical chain, calculated on the basis of logistic dependences and 
possibilities, introduced in order to ensure initiation of a process in a critical chain, in a 
planned due date. 
• Critical chain CC is a set of processes appearing in front of a project buffer, determined 
by: activities’ duration time,, their technical sequence of completion, accessibility and 
resource requirements; processes in a critical chain are deprived of time reserves taken 
into consideration in CPM/PERT (according to Goldratt the length of a critical chain is 
calculated as 50% of critical path CP); in a critical chain cannot appear any processes not 
having a direct influence on due task time (owing to time, technical or resource 
constraints); in case of appearing of more than one critical path one must choose one of 
them and transform a critical chain  (there can be only one critical chain). 
Figure 1 presents a graph of activities 1-2-3-4-5 lasting adequately 16,4,8,8,4 time units. There 
are dependences between activities shown and their sequence has been marked in figure 1. 
According to CCS/BM methodology and applying Goldratt’s assumption concerning a 
duration of time of processes and length of feeding (FB) and project buffer (PB) we obtain a 
graph depicted in figure 2.   
An individual assessment, based on system analysis of shortening separate processes, 
creation of critical chain and size of feeding and project buffers allows for creation of 
rational schedule including not only technical  but also resources, organizational, financial 
constraints. Dependencies between process duration time, critical chain buffer and optimal 
utilization of resources with application of mementic algorithm (HEA) to calculations have 
been thoroughly examined. Expansion of implemented in financial calculations method of 
contingency onto area of scheduling of construction projects with application of TOC and 
CCS/BM methods accompanied by HEA might lead to shortening of time and costs of a 
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building process. Works concerning this problem will be continued in the future by the 
authors.   
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Fig. 1. Graph of activities and times of their duration in a classic formulation. 
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Fig. 2. Graph of activities and time of their duration according to CCS/BM including project 
(PB) and feeding buffers (FB). 
3. Hybrid Evolutionary Algorithm 
Hybrid evolutionary algorithm was proposed by Bożejko and Wodecki [1] and it is a general 
method of solving discreet optimization problems. Therefore some elements of the 
algorithm have to be addressed in detail to use it for solving automation problems in 
construction, especially the method of the problem’s code for HEA, determining of set of 
fixed elements and  local optimization approach. 
The algorithm starts by forming residual population 0P  (which can be randomly formed). 
The best element of population 0P is adopted as suboptimum solution *π . Let i be the 
algorithm iteration number. New population i+1 (i.e. set 1iP + ) is generated as follows. For 
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current population iP  a set of local minima iLM  is fixed (by carrying out procedure 
( )LocalOpt π  for each element iPπ ∈ ). Elements occupying the same positions in the local 
minima are fixed (procedure ( , )i iFixeSet LM FS ), forming a set of fixed elements and 
positions 1iFS + . Each permutation of new population 1iP +  has fixed elements (in fixed 
positions) from set 1iFS + . Free elements are randomly assigned to the remaining 
(unoccupied) positions. If there is a permutation iLMβ ∈  and *( ) ( )F Fβ π< , then β  is 
adopted as permutation *π . The algorithm stops when it has generated a predetermined 
number of generations. 
We apply following notation: 
 
*π : sub-optimal solution determined by the algorithm, 
η : number of elements in population (the same in each generation), 
iP : population in the iteration i of algorithm, 1 2{ , , ... , }
iP ηπ π π= , 
( )LocalOpt π : local optimization algorithm to determining local minimum, 
where π  is a starting solution of the algorithm, 
iLM : 
a set of local minima in iteration i, 1 2ˆ ˆ ˆ{ , , ... , }
iLM ηπ π π=  where 
ˆ ( ),j jLocalOptπ π=    , 1,2, ... , .ij P jπ η∈ =  
iFS : 
a set of fixed elements and position in permutations of 
population iP , 
( , )i iFixSet LM FS : 
a procedure which determines a set of fixed elements and 
positions in next iteration of evolutionary algorithm, , 
( )iNewPopulation FS : 
a procedure which generates a new population in next iteration 
of the algorithm, 1 ( )i iP NewPopulation FS+ = . 
The code of the proposed hybrid evolutionary algorithm is given below and figure 3. 
 
 Algorithm (HEA) 
        Initialization:  
                             randomly formed population 0 1 2{ , , ... , }P ηπ π π= ; 
                             *π = the best element of population 0P ; 
                              Iteration number  i=0;     
                             0FS = ∅ ; 
  repeat 
          Determine a set of local minima 1 2ˆ ˆ ˆ{ , , ... , }
iLM ηπ π π= , where 
   ˆ jπ = LocalOpt( jπ ),  ;ij Pπ ∈  
           for  j:=1  to  η   do    
                                                if *ˆ( ) ( )jF Fπ π<   then  * ˆ ;jπ π←  
           1 ( , )i i iFS FixSet LM FS+ = ;  {fix set} 
                                        1 : ( )i iP NewPopulation FS+ = ; {generate new population} 
                                        i=i+1; 
  not until Stop Criterion (exceeding time or a number of iterations). 
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Fig. 3. Hybrid evolutionary algorithm. 
4. Problem coding and notation 
The problem can be defined as follows. There are: a set of n jobs J={1,2,…,n}, a set of m 
machines M={1,2,…,m}. Job j∈J, consists of a sequence of m operations Oj1, Oj2,…, Ojm. 
Operation Ojk corresponds to the processing of job j on machine k during an uninterrupted 
processing time pjk. We want to find a schedule such that the maximum completion times is 
minimal. Such a problem is known as a flow shop problem in literature. 
Let π =(π(1), π(1),…,π(n)) be a permutation of jobs {1,2,…,n} and Π be the set of all 
permutations. Each permutation π∈Π defines a processing order of jobs on each machine. 
Completion time of job π(j) on machine k can be found using the recursive formula: 
Cπ(j)k=max{Cπ(j-1)k, Cπ(j)k-1}+pπ(j)k}, 
where π(0)=0, C0k=0, k=1,2,...,m  and  C0j=0, j=1,2,...,n.  
Local optimization (procedure LocalOpt) 
The local search (LS) method is a metaheuristic approach designed to find a near-optimal 
solution of combinatorial optimization problems. The basic version of LS starts from an 
initial solution 0x . The elementary step of the method performs, for a given solution ix , a 
search through the neighborhood ( )iN x  of ix . The neighborhood ( )iN x  is define by move 
performed from ix . A move transforms a solution into another solution. The aim of this 
elementary search is to find in ( )iN x  a solution 1ix + with the lowest cost functions. Then the 
search repeats from the best found, as a new starting solution. 
Start 
iter := 0 
Random population
Local optimization Descent Search 
or Tabu Search 
Auto-tune of the 
parameters
Changing of the 
element’s age 
Deleting the 
oldest elements
Inserting the 
new elements
Determining 
free elements 
and positions
iter > Max_iter
No
Yes
iter:= iter+1
End
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          Local search algorithm  
 Select a starting point: x ;    
          : ;bestx x=  
 repeat 
        Select a point ( )y N x∈  according to the given criterion  
                   based on the value of the goal function ( )F y ; 
    : ;x y=  
                        if  ( ) ( )bestF y F x>  then  : ;bestx y=  
 until  some termination condition is satisfied. 
 
A fundamental element of the algorithm, which has a crucial influence on quality and time 
of computation, is a neighborhood. A neighborhood is generated by the insert moves in the 
best local search algorithms with the permutation representation of the solution. 
A set of fixed elements and position (procedure FixSet) 
A set of fixed elements and positions iFS  (in i-th iteration of the algorithm) consists of 
quads ( , , , )a l α ϕ , where a is an element of the set N ( a N∈ ), l is a positions in a solution 
( 1 l n≤ ≤ ) and ,α ϕ  are attributes of a pair ( , )a l . Parameter α  means „fitness” and decides 
on belonging to the set, ϕ  is an „age” – element is removed from the set after exceeding 
some number of iterations (here: 3 iterations). 
In every iteration of the algorithm, after determining the local minima (procedure LocalOpt), 
a new set FSi+1 = FSi is established. Next, a FixSet(LMi, FSi) procedure is called, in which 
there are executed the following operations :  
a. changing of the age of each element,  
b. deleting the oldest elements,  
c. inserting the new elements. 
Inserting elements 
Let Pi = {π1, π2, ..., πη} be a population of η elements in iteration i. For each permutation πj 
from Pi, applying the local search algorithm (LocalOpt(πj) procedure), a set of local minima 
1 2ˆ ˆ ˆ{ , , ... , }
iLM ηπ π π=  is determined. Each permutation  
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( (1), (2), ... , ( ))j j j j nπ π π π= , 1,2, ...j η= . 
 
Let  
ˆ ˆ( , ) { : ( ) }ij jnr a l LM l aπ π≥ ∈ = . 
 
It is a number of permutations from the set LMi, in which there is an element a in the 
position l. If a N∈ is a free element and  
( , )
( )
nr a l
iα η= ≥ Φ  
then the element a is fixed in the position l.  
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A new population (procedure NewPopul) 
To generate a new population Pi+1, randomly drawn free elements are inserted in remaining 
free positions of the elements of population Pi. 
 
            NewPopulation( iFL ) 
                   1 ;iP + ←∅  
                   Determine a set of free elements:  
                         1{ : ( , , , ) }iFE a N a l FSα ϕ += ∈ ∃ ∈   
                   and a set of free positions  
                         1{ : ( , , , ) }iFP l a l FSα ϕ += ∃ ∈ ; 
    for j:=1 to η  do   {Inserting of fixed elements} 
    for each  1( , , , ) ia l FSα ϕ +∈   do 
                         ( ) : ;j l aπ =  
                         ;W FE←  
     for s:=1 to n do     {Inserting of free elements} 
  if s FP∉  then  
                                     ( )j s wπ = , where ( )w random W=  and \{ }W W w← ; 
  1 1 { }i i jP P π+ +← ∪ . 
 
Function random generates from a uniform distribution an element of the set W. 
Computational complexity of the algorithm is O(η n). 
5. Case study 
The subject matter of the analysis is a network model of an investment and construction 
project (ICP) according to [9,13], containing of n = 16 of linked building processes. There has 
been a computational test carried out in order to prove the possibility of time buffers 
influence on regularity of workers’ employment in an enterprise schedule. With regard to 
taken constraints the values of a objective function F were adopted as follows:  
 
1 1
1
( ) ( )
T n
j i i
j i
f x q x d r
T= =
⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠∑ ∑  (1) 
where: 
nx R∈ , 
x=(x1, x2,…, xn) – vector of moments of initiating tasks’ execution,  
xi ∈ [ai, bi], 
ai – earliest moment of task beginning, 
bi – latest moment initiating tasks’ execution,       
qj(x) – number of workers employed on a j day, j = 1,2,…,T, 
T – time horizon,  
di – time of process duration, 
ri – number of workers employed in order to carry out the process. 
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Below there is presented a network model of an exemplary enterprise taking into 
consideration time buffers; feeding FB [12] and project buffer PB. There is information 
concerning a number of activities, time of activities according to Goldratt method [4] and 
forecasted resources (number of employees). 
 
 
Fig. 4. The graph of ICP  
 
Process 
number 
Duration 
time 
Earliest term 
of initializing
Earliest 
term of 
finishing 
Latest term of 
begginning 
Latest term 
of 
finishing 
Number 
of 
workers 
1 4 0 4 0 4 2 
2 8 4 12 4 12 5 
3 16 12 28 12 28 8 
4 8 28 36 28 36 6 
5 12 36 48 36 48 5 
6 4 48 52 48 52 4 
PB 26 52 78 52 78 0 
7 4 12 16 16 20 6 
8 4 16 20 20 24 7 
FB 4 20 24 24 28 0 
9 4 12 16 18 22 8 
10 8 16 24 22 30 10 
FB 6 24 30 30 36 0 
11 4 28 32 40 44 6 
12 4 32 36 44 48 6 
FB 4 36 40 48 52 0 
Table 1. The data of activities 
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Table 1 includes basic information concerning a construction project modeled by network. 
Basic time parameters forecasted to carry out construction works were counted. Numerical 
data necessary in order to carry out optimization calculations are presented below: 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. The Gantt Chart, value of objective function for earliest terms f=320.15 for latest terms 
f=288.77. 
Figure 5 depicts The Gantt Chart together with a graph of workers’ employment for earliest 
and latest terms of works’ beginning. For these extreme terms the values of goal function 
were calculated, i.e. f=320.15 and f=288.77 adequately.  
Figure 6 shows Gantt’s linear graph presenting an optimal schedule of a construction 
enterprise, for a taken goal function.  Placement of a critical path does not change, whereas 
non-critical activities were put on a time scale taking into account time buffers (FB), in an 
optimal way with regard to a minimal value of a goal function. 
Below Gantt’s linear graph there is a graph of workers’ employment corresponding to 
planned tasks. It shows the best solution concerning a minimal average divergence from an 
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average level of workers’ employment. A striped line shows time buffers which are in fact a 
time reserve enabling its utilization for an optimal placement of tasks on a time axis of 
construction works, so that the possible level of workers’ employment can be kept regular. 
 
  
 
 
Fig. 6. The Gantt Chart after optimization, minimal value of objective function f=274.00. 
In an analyzed example there has been a genetic algorithm (GA) applied ensuring after 
1000000th iteration the result of f= 274.00, whereas after application of hybrid evolutionary 
algorithm (HEA) the result of f=274.00 just after 100 iterations. The calculations were carried 
out on a Pentium IV computer with a clock of 3 GHz. The time of calculations in the first 
case was 2 seconds whereas in the second – below 1 millisecond, i. e. over 2000 times faster.  
6. Summary  
The calculations have been based on an elaborated optimization programs with application 
of a genetic algorithm GA a hybrid evolutionary algorithm. For a presented optimization 
task of n = 16 size, achieved values of a goal function equal: in case of application of a 
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genetic algorithm (GA), fmi=274.00 whereas for a hybrid evolutionary algorithm (HEA) also 
fmin=274.00. While analyzing the results in case a genetic algorithm (GA) from an example 
[13], hybrid evolutionary algorithm (HEA) and after introduction of time buffers according 
to CCS/BM methodology one can state that application of time buffers of a zero load of 
resources (team workers) increases the extend of a optimization task and ensures the 
smallest value of a total divergence from an average level of employment. 
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